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old houses in greenl and – standard houses for greenl and.
Dendrochronological studies
Niels Bonde, Claudia Baittinger, Thomas Bartholin, Helge Paulsen and Frans-Arne Stylegar

In 1721, Hans Egede and his family settled in
Greenland. The intention was to start a trading and
mission station which would be inhabited all year
round. Hitherto, the European whalers had usually only stayed by the Greenland coast during the
summer half of the year. How much Hans Egede,
or the Bergen Company which had sent him, had
thought about housing conditions is unclear, but
Egede himself came from Lofoten, and he had been
told by his brother-in-law, who was a whaler from
Bergen, that the weather on Greenland’s west coast
corresponded to the weather in his home district
(Bobé 1944; Gad 1969).
The lack of usable timber in Greenland was, and
still is, pronounced, but Norway’s wealth of timber
and central location in the North Atlantic region
meant that timber exports from Norway to this area
must have been taking place for a long time. However, one of the ships deployed from Bergen in 1724
was equipped to sail to the North American coast to
fetch timber and firewood as there was a shortage in
the new colony (Bobé 1936a: 14).
People adapted to a type of building that resembled the type which the local population wintered
in, i.e. a turf house; a low, square building with
solid walls made of large stones and turf, where the
inside walls were covered with planks.
Space was at a premium and already in the summer of 1723, the Company sent out a timber house

to Hans Egede, who had settled on the Island of
Hope in the archipelago outside the area where
Nuuk/Godthåb currently lies (Bobé 1936b: 97).
Later archaeological studies have shown a close connection to west Norwegian building traditions, recognisable from Jæren, and the residence is known to
have been built by craftsmen sent out from Bergen
(Gulløv & Kapel 1979). Such a building has the
great advantage that it is reasonably easy to transport – fitted and dressed – over long distances, for
example, in the hold of a ship. The restored site
where this house was erected can be seen today.
In the decades that followed, many ready-made
wooden houses arrived in Greenland. Not all of
them have been preserved, but today there are
around 110 houses worthy of preservation, some of
which are listed. In addition, there are the churches
(Rønnow 1968; Vadstrup & Schultz-Lorentzen
1994).
Greenland’s oldest timber house
Today, the oldest, preserved, colonial house stands
in Qasigiannguit/Christianshåb. It is a timber
building constructed in pine with the characteristic Norwegian “laft” (log) technique from the 18th
century, where the girths are offset, thereby forming
a stable wall construction. There is archival information on the building, brought to Greenland in
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Figure 1. The old materials and supplies store in Qasigiannguit/Christianshåb, photographed at the beginning of the 1990s. Photo:
Jens Fog Jensen.

1734, which states that it only took eight days in
June to build it – a sure indication that the timber for the building was shaped before its arrival
at the new trade and mission station at Christianshåb/Qasigiannguit (Bobé 1936b). We can follow
the journey which the ship that brought the building to Greenland undertook. Contact with the new
trading and mission stations in Greenland had been
transferred from the Bergen Company to private
stakeholders in Copenhagen. The ship Ebenetzer
departed for Greenland on 17 May 1734 with supplies and building materials on board. The ship is
said to have called in at Newcastle where the supplies were supplemented. It most probably also
called in at Christiansand in Norway, where the
Norwegian craftsmen came on board. In a letter
from February 1734, it is mentioned that the municipal authorities in Christiansand were ordered to
“buy around 20 pounds of cut birch bark and select
8 to 10 willing Norwegian fellows who know how
to use an oar and an axe” (Bobé 1936b: 226); that
is, birch bark to thatch the roof of the building that
was being sent up there, as well as the “fellows” to
512
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build it. The building is indeed to this day – even
after being moved and rebuilt – characterised by
Norwegian building tradition (fig. 1).
The house has had an insecure existence. In
1739 – five years after being taken into use – the
roof flew off in a violent storm; in 1751, the house
was described as dilapidated; and in 1806, it was
renovated and moved to its present location where
it served as a materials and supplies store until 1990.
In the early 1990s, the building underwent an extensive renovation. In this connection, the building
was examined and described, and structural alterations were undertaken so it could be used as a museum. The structural alterations meant, among other
things, that some of the timber was replaced and
samples of the replaced timber were delivered to the
National Museum of Denmark’s Dendrochronological Laboratory for examination.
Dendrochronological studies
Dendrochronology – or tree-ring dating – is based
on the study of variations in trees’ annual growth
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rings. Most people probably know that the age of a
tree can be determined by counting its growth rings
and thereby determining how old the tree was when
it was felled. The pattern of wide and narrow growth
rings from many trees can also be used for dating. If
an event, such as the construction of a church, has
led to the felling of one or more trees, it is possible
to specify when the construction took place. Even
earthquakes, landslides and volcanic eruptions can
be dated using this method.
Dendrochronology includes all studies where
the annual growth layer (one growth ring) of trees
can be attributed to a calendar year. The word dendrochronology is formed from the Greek words
dendron (tree) and chronos (chronology), i.e. the
theories for calculating time and the basis for dividing time. One of the advantages of the dendrochronological dating method is that it is rooted in a
biological context. This means that it is completely
independent of any other dating methods, be they
historical, archaeological or scientific, such as carbon-14 dating.
The basis of this method is that tree growth
(height and diameter) depends on variations in
climate. Quite simply, this means that trees of the
same species, growing in the same area, under similar conditions, will grow alike. This means that all
trees would normally create a broad growth ring in
a good growing season and a narrow growth ring in
a bad one. By comparing growth ring patterns from
living trees with patterns from old timber found in

buildings and at archaeological sites, it is possible to
develop consecutive growth ring patterns or curves
relating to growth ring variations in a geographical
region that extend hundreds or thousands of years
back in time from the present. We call such curves
‘master chronologies’. To perform dendrochronological dating studies, it is assumed that a wellfounded master chronology has previously been
compiled for the area from which the tested pieces
of wood originate, and that the curve has been constructed on the basis of extensive studies of growth
rings in living trees and in large quantities of timber
from the region (cf. fig. 2).
The master chronologies of Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris) in Scandinavia and the Baltic region will
reflect the regional climatic growth factors, more
or less influenced by external influences that may
originate from local non-climatic factors, such as
soil conditions, pollution and insect attacks. In this
way, growth ring studies can provide information
on the geographical region where the trees that supplied the timber for a construction have grown –
the climate in, for example, Eastern Europe is significantly different from the climate in Scandinavia.
A dendrochronological dating study provides
information on the point in time when the growth
rings being studied were formed, and the point in
time when the tree was felled. It is not a universal
worldwide dating method, such as the carbon-14
dating method. It can be used only in those places
on Earth where the trees form clearly defined annu-

Figure 2. Distribution map showing
the natural distribution of Pinus sylvestris, Scots pine, in Europe. Illustration:
EUFORGEN 2009, www.euforgen.org
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Figure 3. The gable of the old materials and supplies store in Qasigiannguit/Christianshåb, photographed at the beginning of the
1990s. In the corner to the left is a fine example of Norwegian “laft”. Photo: Jens Fog Jensen.

al growth layers, growth rings, and it is also limited
to species of tree that can provide material for the
construction of a master chronology that goes back
from the present.
In order to make allowance for the issue of the
origin of the timber, the dendrochronologist has to
build a large network of standard curves covering
all the possible areas he or she can receive material
from. Thanks to extensive international cooperation, the National Museum of Denmark’s Dendrochronological Laboratory has access to most of the
master chronologies for pine that have been compiled in Northern Europe.
Apart from its use as a scientific dating method
in archaeology and history, the basis of dendrochronology is used in a variety of other contexts such as
dendroclimatology (i.e. the use of growth rings in the
study of past and present climate), dendrohydrology
(i.e. the use of growth rings in the study of hydrological phenomena such as floods), dendroglaciology
(i.e. the use of growth rings in the study of the move514
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ment of glaciers) and dendromorphology (i.e. the use
of growth rings in the study of geomorphology processes, such as rock slides or landslides).
Dendrochronology and Greenland’s
t imber houses
Everything indicated that the timber from the house
at Christianshåb came from Norway, in that the building tradition (fig. 3) and the written sources pointed
in that direction, and the fact that Denmark and Norway in the 1700s were still joined by a dual monarchy. It was expected that building materials had been
brought from Norway, from where there were at that
time extensive timber exports southwards to Europe.
As several long standard curves for the Norwegian territory had also been compiled, it was natural to implement a dendrochronological study in Greenland.
Thirteen samples of pine wood have been studied. The samples contain from 67 to 184 growth
rings; eight have more than 100 growth rings and
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several of the growth ring curves match each other.
Everything indicates that the samples come from
the house’s original timber, in that there were no
detectable repairs or additions to the material studied. It thus caused quite a lot of frustration that the
growth curves could not be related to the Norwegian master chronologies. The range of chronologies was therefore extended to cover the entire Scandinavian Peninsula, Finland and areas in northern
Poland. It came as a surprise as it turned out that
the growth curves for the timber in Christianshåb
matched master chronologies from areas around the
Baltic Sea; the curve for Pomerania (Poland-Germany) in particular stood out.
This raised the question of whether we were dealing with a house built in the Norwegian tradition
by Norwegian “fellows” with building material collected in Poland. The studies indicate this. The good

ship Ebenetzer had probably taken the Polish timber
on board in Copenhagen, and this was then later
processed by the Norwegian “fellows”. Seven of the
thirteen samples have been dated. They come from
trees that were felled in the early 1700s, probably in
the winter season 1731/1732. Giving enough time
for the timber to be transported from Poland to a
timberyard in Copenhagen, from where it was then
sent on to Greenland in 1734. Furthermore, there is
much that suggests that the timber originated from
a single load, and that it had been transported from
a location where no mixing with timber from other
sites had taken place.
Timber houses in Greenland
As part of Northern Worlds, the National Museum
of Denmark’s interdisciplinary research initiative,

Figure 4. The former parsonage, now a museum, in Ilulissat/Jakobshavn. Helge Paulsen is taking core samples with a specially designed hollow drill bit and a powerful accumulator drill. Photo: Thomas Bartholin, 2010.
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Figure 5. Sketch showing the design of the new, simple
“laft” technique used in many of the historic buildings in
Greenland after 1750. Drawing: Helge Paulsen, 2010.

dendrochronological studies of an additional 15
historic buildings have now been completed. The
studies have been conducted by Thomas Bartholin
(dendrochronologist) and Helge Paulsen (master
builder and heritage advisor for Vest-Agder Council
in Norway), who worked on six buildings in Ilulissat/Jakobshavn – with a small detour to Ilimanaq/
Claushavn south of the Icefjord, where two buildings were studied – and in Sisimiut/Holsteinsborg,
where seven buildings were studied (Bartholin
2000, 2011; Paulsen 2011). Samples for the study
have been taken as cores (fig. 4), while attempts
were made to describe the buildings with respect
to structural details, i.e. quality of material, dimensions, joining and log technique (cf. Drange et al.
2011).
The examination of the houses showed that the
wall logs in virtually all the houses studied have
the same measurements, i.e. the width is approx.
150 mm, while the height varies between 260 mm
and 320 mm. The logs are not narrower at the
top, which is otherwise normal in Nordic timber
516
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buildings. They are produced with the same height
throughout the length of the log, so they maintain
a fixed measurement with a thickness of 6” and a
height of approx. 11”-12”, in that they have been
processed as planks, i.e. cut to size on all sides. The
logs have been divided along the pith, so two wall
logs have been made from a round log – a good
use of the raw material. In addition, the timber is
incredibly hard.
Apart from the house in Christianshåb, the “laft”
technique which has been seen so far in the Greenland material is unknown in a traditional Norwegian context; it is simply made and each row of the
assembled logs, in Norwegian “omfar”, lies at the
same height (fig. 5). It is simple and quick to construct, but with a great risk of draughts and leakage,
which is why they are sealed with hemp and tar. In
addition, there is a planed track or groove of 30 x
30 mm in the top and bottom edges of the logs, in
which a loose tongue, a “fjer”, approx. 30 x 60 mm,
has been inserted as a seal. This feature also helps to
stabilise the wall structure and prevent it slipping
out. On most of the logs, the groove ends by the
head of the log, but in some cases, the groove goes
right out to the end of the log, in Norwegian “nov”.
This probably applies to logs where the groove has
been planed out before they have been fitted by
chopping the log.
All these details indicate that the buildings have
arrived in Greenland as ready-made kits. Unfortunately, the walls of most of the buildings examined
are covered outside and inside by boards or panels. If they had been visible, the markings on the
logs and the interior building elements would have
been able to tell us whether the building had been
moved.
The provenance of the timber
Including the house in Christianshåb, 16 historic
houses from the early colonial period have now been
studied. Dendrochronological dating and a deter-
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Span of ring sequences

Group

Figure 6. Dating diagram showing the
result of the dendrochronological studies. The long, thin rectangles indicate
the length of the dated growth ring
curve and its position on the time
scale. In addition, the provenance of
the timber is indicated with presentday national flags. The result for the
house in Qasigiannguit/Christianshåb
can be seen at the top, followed
by the results for the buildings in
Ilulissat/Jakobshavn and Sisimiut/
Holsteinsborg.
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mination of the original provenance of the building
timber are available for 12 of these (fig. 6). In most
cases, the dates are consistent with the traditional
cultural historical dates. The new and exciting aspect is the determination of the provenance of the
timber. In almost all the buildings where the timber has been dated to before 1800, timber has been
included which originated from trees which have
grown in regions around the Baltic Sea, in most
cases – nine out of twelve houses – in the northern
regions of present-day Poland. Sweden and Finland
are also represented. The timber came from Norway
in only two cases. This was a surprise to the investigators. Denmark-Norway was a dual monarchy and
one might therefore expect that raw materials were
collected within the kingdom’s borders, but this
was not the case. Exports of timber from Norway
principally went to other areas in Europe – mainly
to the Netherlands and Great Britain. In Copenha-

1765
AD1600

AD1700

AD1800

AD1900

gen, timber was traded in from the Baltic region,
i.e. from present-day Poland and from Sweden. The
houses from the 1800s contain far more Norwegian
timber than one might expect after the DanishNorwegian dual monarchy had been dissolved by
the Treaty of Kiel in 1814 (cf. fig. 6).
Conclusion
If we look at the structure of the timber houses
studied, everything points away from Norway. The
house in Christianshåb “is one of Greenland’s few
surviving, Norwegian-produced, “laft” houses from
the first half of the 1700s” (Jensen 1997), but all
the signs are that the house represents a transitional
phase where the timber was collected from the regions around the Baltic Sea, in this case probably
from Poland, but designed according to the Norwegian building tradition.
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Figure 7. “Old House” in Sisimiut/Holsteinsborg. The dendrochronological core samples were taken from the roof structure, which
is traditional roofing with rafters and collar beams; everything is “hand-cut” and shaped with axes on two sides. The dendrochronological study shows that the building is built of pine which was felled in 1754-1755, and that the trees had grown in Pomerania in
northern Poland. Photo: Helge Paulsen, 2010.

The studies of the houses show that, in the second half of the 1700s, a new “standard house concept” was developed, where the houses were produced as finished kits in Copenhagen – probably
at Holmen, home of the Danish navy – according
to a completely different model (fig. 7). Then they
were sent ready-to-build to Greenland. The concept entails that the houses were not produced in
Greenland, that they were easy to transport and that
special skills were not required to build them. This
saved time and money.
These results are consistent with previous descriptions of historic houses in Greenland but with
the new realisation that the timber was imported
from the Baltic. However, sometimes it was no
simple task to build a house. In the description
of the Moravian Brethren’s missionary work in
Greenland, we are told that, in 1761, a “ganz fer518
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tig gezimmert” (completely ready-to-build) house
was sent by ship from Copenhagen to Akunnat/
Lichtenfels, but that there were problems getting it
built as there were only two able-bodied men at the
site. “So gross ihre freude war, so verlagen wurden
sie, wie sie bey der noch wenigen Sommer-Zeit ein
so grosses Haus aufbauen sollten, da sie nur drey
Menschen waren, und einen war noch dazu mit
einer Unpasslichkeit behaftet […] Das Haus war
in Copenhagen ganz fertig gezimmert worden,
und durfte also nur aufgesetzt warden” (As great
as their joy was otherwise, they had to complain
that they must build such a large house during the
short summer period when there were only three
of them, one of whom was unwell [...] The house
had been completely made ready in Copenhagen
and just required putting up) (Cranz 1770). They
had real problems getting the house they had been
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sent erected. It therefore had to be as simple and
basic as possible.
In Norway the tradition with log walls shaped
with axes and moss as caulking continued up
through the 1700s and 1800s. In 1860, the Norwegian sawmills’ privileges, that originated in 1688,
were abolished. This meant that the pre-processing
and trading of timber was deregulated. The second
half of the 19th century developed into a prosperous period for the Norwegian merchant fleet, which
to this day is one of the largest in the world, and the
increased competition between new and old sawmills also meant that new markets were sought for
timber products. The stalwart Norwegians no doubt
looked a little at the houses which had been sent
to Greenland in the decades around 1800. In any
case, production of ready-to-build “laft” houses that
closely resembled the houses in Greenland started
around 1870-80; sawn logs raised on site and sealed
with a planed groove and tongue. The houses became a popular export item, but also spread in the
domestic market. Listen to this letter from 1939 in
which Iceland is involved:
“As far as Mandal was concerned, the Iceland
route was of very great importance. I think it was
at its peak in the 1890s. I was up there for the first
time in 1887. 20 years later, I went there again, in
1907, but by then the speculative period was completely finished, as far as I know. But in 1905, the
schooner “Mysterias” with Capt. Jens G. Eriksen
(later navigation teacher) sailed for Iceland with a
speculative cargo. That time, it was mostly readybuilt houses, trading stations, churches, etc., which
were ready-built at Mandal in the wintertime and
then sent up to Iceland and put up in their respective places. “Mysterias” disappeared with all hands
and was one of the last Iceland sailing ships” (Berge
n.d.).
And thereby the circle was closed!
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